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EDITORIAL

TRAVERSE:
Adventure Time!

F

ebruary, it usually marks
the start of the adventure
season. The weather in
the northern hemisphere
is perhaps getting better,
the Christmas hangover
has subsided and in Australia, it's time
for the Adventure Travel Film Festival.
The 2018 edition was one of the
classics, not necessarily enough
motorcycle travel, yet more than
enough travelling inspiration for
everyone. And yes, we at Traverse
loved it all.
If you get a chance visit the festival
later this year; Western Australia in
May, England in August and Scotland
in September.
While listening to many people at
the festival discussing what it means
to them to go on an adventure we had
a think about it and reckon Jacqui
Furneaux's letter to her mother in this
issue of Traverse sums it up perfectly.
An adventure can be anything;
whether exploring your past, visiting
a foreign country or taking the wrong
turn out of the front gate.
February means the Dakar has
been run through South America and
won. While Mattias Walkner won the
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bikes section Traverse gets a unique
perspective of what it takes to make
a comeback to the event by 2016
champion, Toby Price.
Keeping the motorsport theme, we
have news about a unique event taking
place next month in South Australia,
we look at the Rally Raid built BMW
G310GS, and have a review of a 47 year
old motorcycling classic in tribute to
it's creator.
This issues Traverse Travel Features
are proof that adventure can take place
anywhere; forgotten trails in a country
a million miles away, roads close to
home, a gathering of 'strange' Russian
machines or a tiny spot of land in the
middle of a dangerous ocean. We have
it all covered.
Enjoy issue 04 of Traverse, read
through, there's a chance to win more
goodies.

Leigh

CONTRIBUTORS
A world of travellers, a world of Traverse; we wouldn't exist without the many inspiring people who get on their
bikes and ride. They'll all tell you they did nothing special, just something that they loved - they got on their bikes ...
In this months issue of Traverse -

Paris Wolfe takes us on a journey
of discovery through Florida as
her partner, Gary, tracks down a
'flying pony' that served so well
in Vietnam.

America's Loneliest Highway,
and it's Val Weston's favourite
road. She'll give us the low down
of Highway 50.

www.pariswolfe.wordpress.com

www.valinreallife.com

We learn what it means to be an
Australian from someone who's
not, as Jacqui Furneaux shares a
personal letter to her mother.

www.jacquifurneaux.com

Greg Jansen, half of the team
that heads Rocky Creeks Designs, takes us on a 'three'
wheeled adventure through New
South Wales. URAL in for a hell
of a time.
www.rockycreekdesigns.com.au
Mike Hannan is back and sharing his wealth of experience.
He gives his thoughts on what
makes a good 'adventure' bike.

Cricket! The language of the
traveller. Mike Ferris finds that
Ricky Ponting can help you
through anything ...

www.elephant-travel.org

www.worldonwheels.tours
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CONTRIBUTORS
Drop us a line if you have a story to tell, we're always keen to hear and share the adventure editor@traverse-magazine.com

A virgin to the world of riding,
Saj is a crack film reviewer. In
tribute to Bruce Brown, Saj reviews On Any Sunday for us.

Naomi Tweddle puts pen to paper while joining Alberto Lara
on a ride of the back roads of
Peru. An amazing ride through
amazing lands.

www.sajlovesfilm.com

www.motolara.com
Brad Spalding; photographer,
Ural lover. He's on a ride through
the New England area of NSW,
his images will make you want
one of the Russian sidecar outfits.

Clare Mailler, is the GM of
Ural Australia, and she has a
great tale of fun and adventure
through the New England area
of NSW.

www.imz-ural.com.au
Alberto Lara of Moto Lara fame
takes us on a stunning visual
journey through Peru. We explore the roads less travelled
and find places only a local
would know.

We've all been there, we've all
done that ... Chris Venter, the
Blind Scooter Guy, recalls his
first riding experience, a 'friendly' dog and that there should be
left turn only.

www.motolara.com

www.blindscooterguy.com
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TRAVEL FEATURE - USA
VAL WESTON

THE LONELIEST ROAD?

I LEAN HARD INTO THE CURVE AS I
REACH THE SUMMIT AND TAKE IN THE
GLORY OF THE VALLEY BELOW ...
TRAVERSE
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I

t spreads before me for
countless miles like an adventure buffet, begging to
be explored and savoured.
As I devour the landscape,
the exhilaration of US Highway 50 consumes me in return. It
meanders the breadth of Nevada, a
colossal roller coaster dipping and
soaring through huge bowls punctuated by high, twisty passes. As I cross
the valleys, anticipation builds. I see
the mountains ahead, rising up with
the promise of sumptuous twists and
turns. I prepare to sink my teeth into
the curves and scenery. I swell with
joy knowing this is my home state
and that I get to ride this stunning,
vast, openness as often as I like.
Northern Nevada’s stark landscape
is courtesy of the tectonic stretching
familiar to geologists like myself as a
basin and range formation. This, my
friends, is the Great Basin—a giant
tub in the middle of the country with
no outlet to the ocean. The Highway
50 corridor through the Great Basin in Nevada is called Pony Express
Territory. Roughly the route of the
iconic horseback mail service of the
1860s. You will sometimes feel like
you’ve stepped back into that time as
you ride. This area, in many ways, is
still the wild west.

My fellow explorers know that the
straightest route is rarely the most
interesting. But what to do with the
quirky, often desolate Highway 50? To
the uninitiated, the “Loneliest Highway in America” may seem it doesn’t
have much to offer aside from a way
to cross the state. Its charms and sidetrip offerings aren’t obvious to the rider blasting its length as quickly as possible. It requires forethought, too, so
as to avoid finding yourself stranded
without fuel, food, or lodging.
That’s where I come in. To get you
primed for a fantastic ride in my beloved stomping grounds. Consider it
insider info from someone who has
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travelled this highway many, many
times.
BIG PICTURE
Nevada is not for wimps. It’s rugged and unforgiving to the ill-prepared. It is also a land of extremes.
Each season on Highway 50 presents
quite different challenges and rewards. For motorcyclists, that means
you can taste Highway 50 afresh each
season with new eyes and new expe-

riences.
In spring, your ride is dominated
by the vibrant greens of sagebrush.
Its delicious scent permeates the
scenery. After a rain, it saturates the
air and dives deep into your lungs
as you glide along. Fall brings the
golden yellows of cottonwoods and
rabbitbrush to the lower hills and
valleys. They glow as you crest the
summits and descend mountain
passes clad in pinion pine and juni-
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per. These are my favourite seasons
to ride Highway 50.
Summer is good, too. The Great
Basin is one of the driest places in
North America and it can and does
get hot. Fortunately, this is the high
desert. Most of your route will be
between 4,000 and 6,000 feet (1200 to
1800 meters) above sea level. You’ll
cross about a dozen mountain passes
that are significantly higher. I sometimes wear a heated jacket liner, even

in summer.
Winter. Oh yes, it gets cold. And
it snows. But not continually. The
high and dry desert of the Great Basin often offers up achingly clear,
crisp days of winter riding on dry
pavement. Difficult to count on and
I wouldn’t advise planning a winter
trip to Nevada just to ride Highway
50. But if you find yourself in the
western states, in winter, with your
bike, watch the weather forecast.

Maybe you’ll get lucky.
Travelling the roughly 400 miles
(650 kilometres) across the state also
feels different depending on your direction. East to west takes you from
emptiness and desolation at the Utah
state line to the busy, crowded, outdoor playground of South Lake Tahoe
just inside California. You ride from
nothing to everything. From west to
east, civilization melts away behind
you. When I have the choice, I ride
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from west to east.
Either way, take your time. Slow
down by embracing the kitschy-butlovable Highway 50 Survival Guide.
Getting all the stamps in your Highway 50 passport only requires stops
in eight towns. In the process, you
are guaranteed at least a short chat
with a local at each stop and a longer
one if you’re inclined toward a deeper, richer conversation.

EXPANDING THE RIDE
I have a few favourite side trips
along the Loneliest Highway in America. There are plenty to choose from.
My top favourites are slight detour
loops rather than out-and-back spurs
when I’m focused on riding Highway
50 itself and not meandering too far
off course.
Do yourself a favour and veer off on
State Road 2/722 to ride Carroll Summit between Austin and Middlegate.
This
slightly-off-the-beaten-path
route will give you a sense of Nevada off the main road along with
some spectacular riding. This section is the original route of Highway
50. Its twists and elevation changes
can make it difficult to keep the road
passable in winter storms, so in the
late 1960s the state rerouted the highway a few miles north in lower and
more gentle terrain.
By far my favourite detour is what
I call the Virginia City Trifecta: Six
Mile Canyon, Geiger Grade, and State
Route 341 (also known as “the truck
route”). This ride is 50 miles (80
kilometres) of densely packed technical twisties with breathtaking views
and it is not to be missed. Either direction will light your motorcycling
soul on fire. I like to start this ride
from Highway 50, just east of Dayton: Head up Six Mile to Virginia City,
swoop down Geiger Grade, loop the
roundabout at the end, catapult back
up the grade into Virginia City, then
down the truck route to rejoin Highway 50. You’ll likely see wild horses
alongside the road just about anywhere on this ride. And be mindful,
should you discover a band of them
as you round a blind curve.
Spooner Summit between Carson City and Lake Tahoe is also a
must ride. It’s not a detour but this
section of Highway 50 is technically
outside of “the Loneliest Highway in
America” territory. This ride is huge,
continuous sweepers that lay out
jaw-dropping views of Carson Valley
below.

Looking for a bit of dirt? Take historic Fort Churchill Road along the
Carson River, between Silver Springs
and Dayton. You’ll ride a narrow canyon through the mountains on the
same route used by Pony Express
riders and thousands of emigrants
in Conestoga wagon trains headed
for California during the Gold Rush.
Watch for more of those wild horses
and for chukar, a large partridge with
dramatic markings. They are native
to the Middle East and are the national bird of Iraq and of Pakistan.
TAKE IN THE SIGHTS
Nevada’s history is rich, long, and
complex. The past couple of hundred years have been shaped largely
by mining and railroads yet it is also
home to prehistoric petroglyphs and
fossils. A string of historic markers
along the road offer insights into
Nevada history, and you’ll find Pony
Express-specific station markers and
interpretive stops.
Even if you’re not a railroad buff,
the Nevada Northern Railway Museum in Ely and the Nevada State
Railroad Museum in Carson City are
really engaging and give a sense of
how rail shaped the state. The Nevada State Museum in Carson City is a
fantastic way to get a comprehensive
sense of the Silver State’s history in
one stop. Just outside Fallon pull off
the highway at Grimes Point to see
ancient petroglyphs drawn by native
people who gathered on the shore
of what was at the time a massive inland sea. And make sure to budget
some time to see Great Basin National Park. No crowds here. It’s one of
the least-visited national parks in the
US because it is remote, not because
it isn’t worth the trip.
And Nevada is known for its hot
springs. What better way to loosen
up on a long ride than to soak up the
huge landscape from the warmth of a
natural hot spring? A short dirt ride
out to Spencer Hot Springs east of
Austin will deliver one of the jewels
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of your Nevada experience. Clothing
is optional so don’t worry if you don’t
have a swimsuit with you. Just brush
up on your hot spring etiquette before you go.
EAT YOUR WAY ACROSS NEVADA
One of the joys of motorcycle travel is finding the long way to lunch.
And quite honestly, no one has ever
mistaken me for a dainty chick who
is shy about her food. I like to eat and
part of the fun of exploring Highway
50 is finding the great places to fuel
me for the ride. From simple, local
burger joints to high-end dining, I
like discovering it all. So, let’s break
this down to the places I like most for
the food and local culture.
When you stop off in Baker to visit Great Basin National Park, grab
some chow at Kerouac’s. It’s funky,
the food is good, and the people are
friendly. This is a remote little town
so places like Kerouac’s are only open
seasonally. If Kerouac’s is closed ride
into Ely for breakfast at the Silver
State Cafe. More than likely you’ll be
sitting next to local ranchers from
families that have lived on the land
for generations.
In Austin, stop at the Toiyabe Cafe
for sandwiches or ice cream and take
it all in. Meet locals including the
friendly, talkative owner, maybe chat
with some other travelling riders
or overhear giddy German tourists
abuzz with the excitement of seeing
the real wild west. It’s wonderful.
Middlegate Station, once a Pony
Express stop, is the westernmost of
the remote Highway 50 outposts. It’s

home to a small motel and RV park,
the only gas station for 50 miles, and
a bar and grill. If you’re going to have
a burger anywhere along the route,
this is the place to do it. Say “Howdy” to Fredda, the owner, and take in
the artefacts she’s carefully curated
to capture and preserve this historic
stop.
Just east of Carson City, the state
capital, is Dayton, the site of Nevada’s
first gold discovery and the oldest
town in the state, according to some.
The historic downtown is tiny but
well worth a visit. If you dislike tacky
t-shirt shops and souvenir stands,
you’ll like Dayton. And if it’s time for
dinner, stroll into JS’ Oldtown Bistro
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for some of the best Italian-inspired
food you’ll find anywhere. If you have
a taste for an adult beverage—perhaps your bike is safely parked for the
night at your campsite, just down the
road at Dayton State park—find a seat
at the bar, where you can chat with
the locals. Ask Chris, the barman, to
mix up a Manhattan, Val style, made
with rye whiskey and garnished with
one of the Luxardo cherries he keeps
behind the bar for his special customers. Hell, I might even be there and
I’d love to hear about your travels.
Carson City is the state capital. It’s
a fairly small town but because it is a
center of government, business, and
commerce there’s a surprising num-

ber of good places to eat. You can’t go
wrong with tacos at Centro Market,
an authentic local Mexican grocery.
When I’m missing Baja, that’s where
I go to get my taco fix. For modern
higher-end cuisine and local craft
beer, give The Union downtown a try.
A lot of what goes into their food is
grown or raised within a few miles of
the kitchen. Looking for breakfast?
Try the Red Hut on the south end of
town.
WHERE I LAY MY HEAD
In the larger towns along Highway 50—Carson City, Fallon, and
Ely—you’ll find many of the national
chain motels you’ll see across most of
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America. They’re consistent, predictable, and fine for when you just need
a place to sleep. But I hope you’ll
want more out of your Highway 50
adventure. Just about any little town
along the road has a few interesting,
quirky, independent motels owned
and run by folks that you’ll probably
want to meet. There are even a few
historic hotels that have been serving
visitors in Nevada style since long before interstate highways and jetliners
began to define most modern travel.
One of my favourite places to stay
is the Hotel Nevada, in downtown
Ely. It’s an imposing six-story brick
building that was the tallest in the
state when it opened in 1929. The
sidewalk out front features a walk of
fame with the names of some of the
hotel’s more noteworthy guests including Ingrid Bergman, Gary Cooper, Stephen King, Pretty Boy Floyd,

and Evel Knievel.
The towns along the highway are
small and connected by long stretches of road with no services at all and
little or no cell-phone service. So
don’t plan to find a big choice of motels right around the next bend. And
don’t count on being able to Google locations or check Yelp reviews to find
exactly what you are looking for. Get
into the spirit of small-town exploration. Arrive early, have a look around,
and see what’s available. Find a motel
you like, chat with the owner, check
into your room, and stroll out for a
meal, or go ride some local roads.
If you start looking for accommodations early in the afternoon and don’t
find anything you’ll still have plenty
of time, and probably a good cell signal, to start checking in the next town
an hour or two down the highway.
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TENTS AN OPTION
Are you planning to camp? Nevada
has some great state parks where you
can pitch a tent or hang your hammock, get fresh drinking water, and
maybe even a hot shower. I really
like Cave Lake State Park, near Ely.
If you and your bike are ready to ride
some dirt to get to camp, head for
Berlin-Ichthyosaur State Park, south
of Highway 50 in the middle of the
state, near Austin. Berlin is a mining
town from the 1890s that has been
preserved in a state of arrested decay.
The ichthyosaur was a huge aquatic
reptile that lived in the area 225 million years ago, when it was covered
with water. The park contains a large
concentration of fossilized remains
of these giant, carnivorous, fish-lizards. You can also camp at Dayton
State Park, or at Washoe Lake State
Park, just north of Carson City.

I’ve already mentioned Great Basin
National Park a couple of times. It’s
well worth your time and effort to get
there. And some of the best camping trips I’ve ever experienced have
been in this park. I think you’ll like
it too. On your way into the park, be
sure to keep your eye out for some of
the quirky art many folks miss when
driving by, such as; a scale model of
the solar system made with everyday objects, The Horse with No Mane
driving a rusted out vintage car, and
the grave of Too Tall Tony.
Much of Nevada is public land and
much of that land is open for undeveloped, disbursed, wild camping.
Highway 50 runs right through huge
tracts of land where you can camp
outside of established formal campgrounds. You’ll need to be completely self-sufficient as you won’t find
piped water, toilets, or picnic tables.

But you will find huge views, endless
solitude, more stars than you could
imagine, and a sense of freedom
that you might never have known
before. Contact an office of the US
Bureau of Land Management, or the
Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest
for maps and suggestions of places to
camp.
This is by no means exhaustive but
with this primer, you have the information you need to enjoy a great ride
in my stomping grounds. Once here,
you’ll probably meet other riders who
will point out sights and side roads
they’ve discovered. By all means, try
them out. And let me know what you
discover so you can help me quench
my thirst for Nevada and Highway 50.
VW
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Val Weston is a traveller, photographer, writer, adventurer and best of
all a motorcyclist. Nothing excites
her more than discovering new places and meeting new people.
Exploring most of north America,
Val has discovered some real gems,
that most others would not normally
see. Val loves telling of these places, encouraging others to explore.
While she shares some of her experiences with Traverse, you can find
more at www.valinreallife.com

